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Many!thanks! for!coming!today!to!my! lecture.! I!am!very!much!honoured!to!share!
with!you!some!of!the!research!and!ideas!that!give!meaning!and!indeed!urgency!to!my!
work! here! at! the! Conservatoire.! It! is! very! rewarding! to! do! research! in! such! an!
environment,!full!of!opportunities!for!collaborations!and!that!is!never!boring.!
My! lecture! tonight! is! about! the! search! for! meaning! in! music! technology.! I! will!
focus! on! so>called! art! music! (contemporary! music,! concert! music,! new!music)! that!
employs! electronic! technologies.! The! French! term! ‘musique' mixte’! more! closely!
approximates! the! kind! of! music! I! will! be! discussing.! ‘Musique' mixte’! implies! the!
coexistence!of!acoustic!instruments!and!electronic!technologies!in!performance!and!it!
is!broadly!similar!to!the!expression!‘music!with!live!electronics’!in!English.!!










also!around! the!world! is! its! inability! to! see! the!wider!picture.!Most! current! research!
has!a!narrow!scope,!focuses!more!on!technology!than!music,!and!by!doing!so!remains!
largely!irrelevant!to!the!wider!community!of!professional!musicians!it!should!serve.!
The! expression! ‘music! technology’! itself! is! deeply! problematic.! Its! very! name!
expresses!already!a!dichotomy!that! is!not!easily!reconciled.!At! the! intersection!of!art!
and! science,!music! technology! is! eminently! interdisciplinary! –! and! this! is! a! positive!
aspect!–!but!at!the!same!time!lacks!the!clear!taxonomy!that!is!found!in!more!mature!
disciplines.! Accordingly,! its! identity! is! not! clearly! defined,! nor! is! its! ‘centre’.! Music!
technology!seems!to!intersect!many!different!things.!In!no!particular!order:!computer!
music,! sound! recording,! electroacoustic! music,! digital! signal! processing,! software!
design,!DJing,!music!production,!acoustics,!games!music,!and!the!list!could!go!on!and!
on.!Among!this!plethora!of!potential!research!areas,! it! is!hard!to! identify!what! is! the!
main!object!of!music!technology!research,!or!if!there!is!one!at!all.!
In!my! view! there! is! indeed! an!object! of!music! technology! research,! and! it! is! the!
techne,!that!is!to!say!the!ensemble!of!knowledge,!processes,!techniques!and!tools!that!
allow!the!creation,!production!and!performance!of!music,!with!a!definite!focus!on!the!
musicians! themselves.! I’m!not! saying! this!because! I’m! in! a!Conservatoire,!but! rather!
than!trying!to!establish!academic!credentials! for!music!technology! in! its!own!right,! I!
would!much!prefer!to!see!music!technology!as!subservient!to!music,!and!a!branch!of!
music!as!an!academic!discipline.!This!would!go!a!long!way!in!avoiding!a!scientific,!or!






Technology! affects! every! aspect! of! our! lives,! and! considerable! amounts! of! self>
discipline! and! sane! scepticism! are! needed! if! we! are! to!maintain! some! semblance! of!
human!perspective!and!control!over!the!all>pervading!technologies!that!surround!us.!





I! also! believe! that! for! far! too! long! in! many! technological! disciplines! ethical!
considerations! have! been! either! avoided! or! paid! lip! service! to.! As! usual! with!
technological!innovations,!there!is!a!tendency!to!accept!that!if!something!can!be!done!
it!must!be!done,!following!a!kind!of!technological!determinism!that!is!wholly!devoid!of!







For! many! years! I! have! been! interested! in! myths! and! folktales,! and! their!
reverberations! in! our! own!work.!The! two! traditional! folktale!motifs! I! refer! to! in! the!
title!of!my!lecture!are!well!known:!the!marriage!between!a!girl!and!a!monster,!and!the!
man! that! sells! his! soul! to! the! devil.! Both! stories! have! their! original! sources! in! the!










tension!that!needs!resolving! through!an!unveiling,!a! revealing!of! the!Other!–!Psyche!
lights!an!oil! lamp! in! the!middle!of! the!night! to!get!a! secret!glimpse!of!her!husband,!
while!Beauty!sheds!her!tears!over!the!Beast!and!transforms!him!in!a!beautiful!prince.!
In! both! tales! the! girls! are! transported! to! a! sumptuous! castle! full! of! all! manners! of!
abundant!riches!entirely!at!their!disposal.!Now,!Psyche!in!Greek!means!soul,!anima'in!




In!my! view! it! is! a! conflict! that!mirrors! in! the! simplest,! starkest!way! the! tension!
between!contemporary!music!and!new!technologies.!On!one!side!there!is!music!as!an!
art!form!and!a!specialised!cultural!practice,!the!latest!incarnation!of!an!extraordinary!
legacy! that! spans! over! more! than! five! centuries,! and! on! the! other! side! there! is!



















I! can! think! of! two! possible! criticisms! to! this! statement.! The! first! is! that! it! is!
normative,!and!contemporary!aesthetics!have!great!difficulty!with!questions!of!artistic!
judgement.! The! second! is! that! it! reinforces! an! instrumental! understanding! of!
technology,!seen!as!a!means!to!an!end.!The!end! is! the!musical!composition,!and!the!
means!are!whatever!technology!the!composer!employs!in!order!to!bring!into!existence!
her! artistic! vision.! Instead! of! questioning! or! subverting! techne! as! part! of! the!
compositional! process! the! composer! uses! it! to! arrive! at! the! final! artistic! result,! the!
finished! composition.! This! approach,! the! critique! goes! on,! is! akin! to! the! way!
technology! is! used! in! popular! music,! where! composers! use! commercially! available!
technologies!uncritically!to!produce!and!perform!their!songs.!Serious!composers,!is!the!
implication,!can!do!better!than!that.!




for!music!creation!and!performance!with! live!electronics.! Incidentally,! this! is! exactly!
what!we!have!tried!to!do!with!the!Integra!project!and!the!development!of!the!Integra!
Live! software!here! at! the!Conservatoire.!On! the!other!hand,!musicians! cannot! really!
subvert! the! techne! they! are! using! because! they! don’t! understand! how! the! techne'
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functions! in! the! first!place.! If!any!artistic!subversion! is!going!to!happen,! it!will!be! in!
the!music!domain,!not!in!the!technology!domain.!
Regarding!artistic!judgement,!I!wouldn’t!mind!putting!live!electronic!music!to!the!
test! of! the! early! 20th! century! aesthetics! of! Benedetto! Croce! and! R.! G.! Collingwood.!
From!this!perspective!the!risk!of!technology,!the!Faustian!bargain!if!you!wish,!is!that!it!
makes!incredibly!easy!to!create!effects!rather!than!musical!meaning.!But,!according!to!
Collingwood,! effects! eliminate! the! distance! created! by! aesthetic! interest,! and! leave!
only!entertainment!in!its!place.!Interestingly,!and!not!by!chance,!in!music!technology!
we! talk!a! lot!about! ‘effects’.!Any! type!of!audio!signal!processing,!a!delay,!a! reverb,! is!
commonly!referred!as!an!effect.!Making!sure!that!a!piece!is!more!than!a!collection!of!
effects,!in!both!senses,!should!be!the!priority!of!every!composer.!(
The! genesis! of! musical! compositions! has! been! studied! extensively.! Like! other!
forms! of! artistic! creation! it! is! a! complex,! ambiguous,! non>linear! journey,! where!
obstacles,!dead!alleys!and!sudden!illuminations!all!contribute!to!the!final!result.!Bursts!
of!creativity!alternate!with!idle!phases!where!not!much!happens,!and!highly!complex!
structural! considerations!may! coexist!with! intuitive,! ad' hoc' solutions.! Rules!may! be!
created! and! rules! may! be! flouted.! Throughout,! the! ability! to! ‘think! in! music’! is!
essential.!Different!composers!will!do! it! in!different!ways,! through!abstract! thinking,!
or!with!the!help!of!a!musical!instrument,!but!the!need!to!remain!‘in!the!flow’!as!much!
as! possible! will! be! shared! by! all.! The! technology! of! music! notation! is! generally!
mastered!and!is!an!integral!part!of!the!creative!process!for!most!composers.!Similarly!
to! writing! for! a! novelist,! it! is! also! an! almost! transparent! technology.! The! use! of!
computers! for!writing!a!book!or!a!music!score! introduces!a!number!of! issues,!but!by!








and! the! PatchWork! and! Open! Music! software! packages! developed! by! IRCAM! in!
France.!CDP!focuses!on!sound!design!and!manipulation!of!sounds!whilst!Open!Music!
adds! to! that! the!control!of!musical!aspects!of!a! composition!at!various! levels!–! from!
pitches! and!dynamics! to!melodic! contour,! from! rhythmic! structures! to! sequences! of!
chords,! and! so! on.! They! are! very! powerful! tools! in! the! right! hands,! but! they! also!
exhibit! an! almost! total! lack! of! concern! for! the! nature! and! the! scope! of! the!
compositional! process! as! we! described! it.! They! are! rigid,! low! level,! task>oriented!
software! environments! that! encourage! deterministic! operations! over! creative!
ambiguity.!They!are!also!very!difficult!to!master,!with!substandard!user!interfaces!that!
require!a!huge!cognitive!effort!from!the!composer.!
The! second! set! of! technologies! available! to! composers! is! software! programs! that!








!!The! third!group!of! technologies! is! represented!by!commercial! software!–!digital!
audio!workstations!and!music!production!suites!like!ProTools,!Logic!or!Ableton!Live.!
These! are! the! fully! fledged! software! equivalents! of! a! high>end! music! studio,! and!
support! a! complete! workflow! that! goes! from! choosing! the! sounds! to! writing,!





perfunctory,! anecdotal! way.! There! are! important! exceptions! obviously,! like! the! late!
Jonathan!Harvey,!who!sadly!passed!away!less!than!three!months!ago,!but!to!limit!us!to!
the! UK,! Thomas! Adés,! George! Benjamin,! Harrison! Birtwistle! Peter!Maxwell! Davies,!
Brian!Ferneyhough!and!Mark>Anthony!Turnage!have!all!had!very!few!encounters!with!
technology!in!their!works.!Can!they!be!blamed!for!ignoring!the!medium?!I!don’t!think!
so.! The! tools! that! they! can! access,! often! involving! a! long! learning! curve! and! great!
personal!investment!in!time!and!energy,!are!not!designed!for!them.!Moreover,!and!this!
is!another!reason!for!concern,!the!long>term!performability!of!works!with!electronics!
is! in! no! way! guaranteed.! Technology! changes! all! the! time,! there! are! no! agreed!
standards!–!yet,!this!is!something!we!are!working!on!–!and!publishers!have!no!appetite!
to! devote! resources! towards! the! sustainability! of! the! live! electronic! works! in! their!
catalogues.! Finally,! performances! involving! technology! need! longer! rehearsals,! are!
generally!more!expensive,!and!are!believed!to!be!more!risk>prone!than!technology>free!
ones.!
So,! composers! have!many! good! reasons! to! stay! away.! You!may! rightly! ask! then,!
what! is! the! point! of! technology! in! music?! Well,! when! used! wisely! technology! is! a!
powerful! instrument! that! vastly! increases! the! expressive! options! available! to!
composers.! Technology! can! reveal! hidden! aspects! of! the! music,! project! sounds! in!
space,!allow!all!sorts!of!interactions!with!a!performer’s!musical!and!physical!gestures,!
process! and! transform! instrumental! sounds! in! real>time,! and! so! on.! This! is! all! very!
exciting,! however,! unless! technology! is! allowed! to! become! an! integral! part! of! the!
compositional!process,!it!is!meaningless.!
But! how! can!we! enable! composers! to! design!more!meaningful! interactions!with!
technology?!We!need! to!provide! them!with!better! tools! that!allow! them!to! ‘think! in!
music’!all!the!way!through!the!creative!process.!In!other!words!we!need!to!rethink!the!
techne! of! composition.! This! techne' is! generally! polymorphous,! involving! a! range! of!
software,!hardware!and!audio!equipment,!is!in!a!state!of!continuous!change!due!to!the!
pace! of! technological! innovation,! and,! more! importantly,! is! never! neutral.! It!
conditions! and! disrupts! the! creative! process! by! imposing! a! set! of! practices! and!
behaviours! that! are! alien! to! it.!A! seemingly! integrated!process!becomes! split! in! two,!
musically! meaningful! and! creative! on! one! side! and! abstract,! procedural! and! task>
oriented! on! the! other! side.! Crucially! from! an! aesthetic! point! of! view,! the! same!
cognitive! distance! experienced! by! composers! when! they! have! to! alternate! between!
musical! thinking! and! technological! thinking! finds! an! equivalent! in! performance,!
where!often!acoustic!and!electronic!sounds!do!not!merge!in!meaningful!ways.!
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Let’s! compare! this!with!popular!music! genres.!Here! technology! is' the!process! of!
music! creation! and! production.! There! is! no! obvious! tension! between!musicians! and!
techne.! In! popular!music,! in! fact,! technology! is! not! an! external! element! that! needs!
specific!competences!and!skills.!It!is!completely!embedded!in!the!way!music!is!created,!
produced!and!distributed,!and! it! is! remarkably!adapted! to! the!demands!of!musician,!
both!in!the!studio!and!in!concert.!
From! a! classical! musician! perspective! it! is! problematic! even! to! define! what! the!
techne'of!live!electronic!music!consists!of:!to!her!eyes!it!looks!like!a!loose!aggregate!of!
discrete!objects,! functions!and!connections!that!are!hard!to!conceptualise!as!a!single!
entity:! microphones,! MIDI! and! gesture! controllers,! software! programs,! computers,!
audio! interfaces,!mixing! desks,!multi>channel! speaker! systems,! audio! cables,! and! so!
on.!Even! in! its!simplest! form,!a! live!electronic!setup!will! include!at! least!an!audio!or!
gesture!capture!device,!a!processing!unit,!and!a!sound!diffusion!system.!Some!of!these!
elements! can! be! portable,! but! others! will! often! be! resident! in! the! venue! where! the!
performance!takes!place,!creating!an!additional!layer!of!complexity.!
Performers! are! trained! to! interpret! a! musical! score.! The! challenge! for! live!
electronic! systems! is! to! allow! performers! to! interpret! the!music.! Interpretation! can!
happen!only!if!there!is!a!constant!feedback!loop,!a!reliable!and!repeatable!cause>effect!
relationship! between! the! performer’s! gestures! and! the! resulting! sounds.! This!
relationship!of!course!may! involve!high! levels!of!randomness!and!complexity,!as! it! is!
often!the!case!in!live!electronic!music,!but!it!is!essential!that!performers!be!allowed!to!
establish!a! trustworthy!mental! representation!of! the!piece! in! its! entirety!before! they!




There! are! currently! three! main! obstacles! to! creating! a! suitable! techne' for! the!
interpretation!of! live!electronic!music.!The! first! is! composers! themselves.!Because!of!
the!lack!of!stable,!standardised!systems!to!design!interactions!and!represent!them!on!a!
musical!score,!composers!often!create!ad!hoc!systems!that!need!tweaking!up!to!the!last!
minute.! These! live! electronic! systems! are! very! poorly! documented,! if! at! all,! and!
precious!rehearsal!time!is!wasted!sorting!the!aspects!of!the!technical!set!up!instead!of!
working!on! the!musical! interpretation.! In! fact,! it! is!quite! common! for!performers! to!
find! out! for! the! first! time! at! rehearsals! in! the! concert! venue!how! the! live! electronic!
element!of!the!piece!really!works.!
The!second!obstacle!is!represented!by!the!performer’s!lack!of!control!over!quality!
and! volume! of! the! overall! amplified! sound.! In! a! typical! live! electronic! set! up! the!
electronic!sounds!will!be!diffused!by!any!number!of!speakers,!and!often!the!sound!will!
be!panned!or!spatialised!following!more!or!less!precise!score!instructions.!The!natural!





The! third! obstacle,! as! we! have! seen,! is! caused! by! the! difficulty! of! defining!
conceptually!the!boundaries!of!what!the!techne!of! live!electronics!performance!really!




inherent,! constant! cognitive! dissonance! that! is! well! known! to! most! performers!
involved!in!live!electronic!music!concerts.!
A! potential! solution! to! remove! those! three! obstacles! is! provided! by! Sound!
Intermedia! and! the! London! Sinfonietta,! one! of! the! world’s! leading! contemporary!
music!ensembles.!The!live!electronic!music!‘performers’!become!part!of!the!ensemble!
and!have!the!same!status!as!the!other!musicians!of!the!group.!Ian!Dearden!and!David!
Sheppard! own! this! live! electronic! ‘thing’! on! behalf! of! the! ensemble,! and! act! as! a!
trusted!interface!between!technology!and!the!rest!of!the!group,!ensuring,!as!musicians,!
the! quality! of! the! performance,! and,! as! technicians,! the! smooth! running! and!
transparent! interaction! with! the! technologies.! This! clever! solution! unfortunately!
works!only!for!larger!ensembles!or!orchestras!that!can!afford!this!level!of!involvement.!
It!is!not!a!remedy!for!individual!performers!or!smaller!groups.!
IRCAM,! the! Paris>based! research! centre! for! electronic! music,! the! largest! in! the!
world,! has! tried! –! unsuccessfully,! in! my! view! –! to! bridge! the! gap! between! music!
technology!research!and!contemporary!music!practice.!The!French!predilection! for!a!
systematic,!theoretical!approach!to!research!has!been!an!obstacle!to!the!development!
of! tools! and! practices! that! can! be! embraced! by! composers! and! performers.! The!
brilliant! software! developed! at! IRCAM! comes! at! a! very! high! cost! to! the! French!
taxpayer!and!the!members!of!the!Forum!IRCAM!like!this!Conservatoire,!but!has!never!
reached! a! stage!of! usability! that! is! adequate! for!musicians.!Moreover,! IRCAM’s! rigid!
division!in!separate!research!teams!has!always!encouraged!a!silo!approach.!Research!at!




aim,! from! what! it! says! on! the! IRCAM! website,! is! “to! create! connections! between!





Moving! now! on! to! technology,! we! have! seen! how! techne! can! be! defined! as! the!
universe!of!the!technical!tools!and!processes!we!use!and!the!rationality!that!presides!
over! them.!Techne' is! an! ancient!Greek!word.!At! a! time!when!art! and! craft!were!not!
separate,!techne!meant!the!craft,!the!craftsman!and!the!process!of!crafting!something,!
be! it! an! artwork! like! Praxiteles’s! Aphrodite! or! an! everyday! object! like! a! chair! or! an!
amphora.!This!original!meaning!of!techne!is!relevant!because!of!its!role!in!Heidegger’s!
philosophy!of! technology.!Because!of! the! complexity!of! his! thought! and!his!peculiar!
terminology,!Heidegger!has!been!alternatively!described!as!a!nostalgic!romantic!bent!
on! demonising! technology,! or! as! a! radical! prophet! of! a! new! technological! age.! ! In!
reality! I! find! that!Heidegger’s! philosophy!of! technology! is! relevant! for!us!because!of!
what! it! says! about! the! role! that! art! can! play! in! re>establishing!what! he! calls! a! “free!
relationship!with!technology”.!
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Heidegger! sets! out! to! define!what! the! essence! of! technology! is! in! “The'Question'
Concerning'Technology”!written!in!1953!(sixty!years!ago).!I!quote:!
The! essence! of! technology! is! by! no! means! anything!
technological.!Thus!we!shall!never!experience!our!relationship!
to!the!essence!of!technology!so!long!as!we!merely!conceive!and!
push! forward! the! technological,! put! up! with! it,! or! evade! it.!
Everywhere! we! remain! unfree! and! chained! to! technology,!
whether!we!passionately!affirm!or!deny!it.!But!we!are!delivered!
over! to! it! in! the! worst! possible! way! when! we! regard! it! as!
something!neutral;! for!this!conception!of! it!to!which!today!we!
particularly! like! to! do! homage,!makes! us! utterly! blind! to! the!
essence!of!technology.!
According!to!Heidegger!the!essential,!original!meaning!of!technology!is!not!only!to!
be! a! means,! and! a! process! of! making! something,! but! also! a! mode! of! revealing! the!
truth,! in! the! sense! of! the! Greek! word! for! truth,! aletheia,! which! means! disclosing,!
unconcealing!what!was!concealed.!In!ancient!Greece!the!concept!of!techne!was!close!
to!poiesis!(bringing!forth,!creating,!from!which!the!word!poetry!comes)'and!episteme'
(knowledge).! The! artist,! or! the! artisan,! brings! forth,! reveals! an! artefact.! “It! is! as!
revealing,!and!not!as!manufacturing,!that!techne'is!a!bringing>forth”!says!Heidegger.!
If!you!are!still!with!me,!Heidegger!goes!on!to!recognise!a! fundamental!difference!
between! technology! as! bringing! forth,! a!mode! of! being! that! accompanied! humanity!
until! the! industrial! revolution,! and! modern! technology! as! we! experience! it! today.!
Modern!technology!represents!a!different!kind!of!revealing,!not!through!bringing!forth!
but! through! ‘challenging’:! Technology! challenges! nature! and! ‘puts! to! nature! the!
unreasonable!demand!that!it!supply!energy!that!can!be!extracted!and!stored!as!such.”!
The! world! becomes! thus! a! standing! reserve.! “Everywhere! everything! is! ordered! to!
stand!by,! to!be! immediately!at!hand,! indeed!to!stand!there! just!so! that! it!may!be!on!
call!for!a!further!ordering.!And!whatever!stands!by!in!the!sense!of!standing>reserve!no!
longer! stands! over! against! us! as! an! object.”!We! could! say! that! everything! becomes!
classified!and!commodified.!!
Heidegger!defines!this!mode!of!revealing!that!reveals!the!real!as!standing!reserve!
trough! ‘challenging’! with! a! new! word,! ‘enframing’! (Ge=stell! in! German).! From! the!
initial! relationship! in!which! the!physical!world! reveals! itself! to!humanity!on! its!own!









standing! reserve.! The! essence! of! technology,! not! technology! itself,! is! a! power! that!
challenges!humanity.!By!allowing! this!power! to!grow!unchecked,!we!will! realise! that!
we!are!not!in!control!anymore,!as!the!ancients!felt!with!regard!to!nature.!Being!in!the!
grasp!of! a! fate!beyond!humanity’s! control! is! the!only! condition! that!will! allow!us! to!
access!the!saving!power!of!techne!and!enter!“a!free!relationship!with!technology.”!How!
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is! this! going! to!happen?! In!Heidegger’s!words,! “essential! reflection!upon! technology!
and!decisive! confrontation!with! it!must!happen! in!a! realm!that! is,!on! the!one!hand,!




from! the! extreme! danger! of! our! technological! understanding! of! the! world,! then!
suddenly!our!work!as!musicians!and!technologists!becomes!meaningful!and!urgent.!As!
I! see! it,! the!way! forward! for!music!with! live! electronics! is! clear.! Its! techne'must! be!
realigned! to! the! nature! of! the! creative! process! and! the! demands! of! artistic! practice.!
Being!already!compromised!with!modern!technology,! live!electronic!music!is!directly!
exposed!to!the!consequences!of!‘enframing’.!In!other!words,!it!is!closer!to!the!extreme!
danger.!But! this!means!also! that! its!saving!power! is!greater.!By!reinterpreting!techne!
and!grounding!it! in!artistic!practice!we!will!be!able!to! imbue!it!with! its!original,!and!
lost!meaning!as!a!‘bringing!forth’!mode!of!revealing.!
At!the!Ferienkurse!held!in!Darmstadt!in!1956!the!relevance!of!Heidegger’s!thought!
for! electronic!music! was! debated! for! the! first! time! at! a! roundtable! that! saw! among!
others!Ernst!Krenek,!Karlheinz!Stockhausen,!Pierre!Boulez,!Bruno!Maderna!and!Stefan!









This! raises! some! interesting! ethical! issues.! In! the! encounter! with! technology! an!
ethical! reflection! founded! on! music! would! put! human! values! first,! for! example!




The! imperative! today! for! people! developing! new! technologies! ought! to! be! an!
ethical! imperative.! Programmers,! researchers! and! technologists! do! not! look! often! at!
sustainable! solutions! for! the! problems! they! are! trying! to! solve! as! they! are! sorely!
lacking! a! deep>seated!understanding!of! the! ethical! consequences! of! their! actions.! In!
reality!ethical!awareness!and!sustainability!concerns!are!not!constraints!to!innovation.!
On! the! contrary,! they! offer! a! direction! of! travel! for! innovation! that! is! also! right! for!
humanity.! The! Human>Computer! Interaction! community,! among! others,! is! slowly!
waking! up! to! the! importance! of! this! approach,! and! is!moving! on! from! the! usability!
paradigm! to!embrace! social,! cultural! and!ethical! concerns! in! the!design!of! tools! and!
interfaces.! This! new!wisdom! is! finally! orienting! technology! towards! the! organic,! the!
gentle,! the!non>violent,! the!elegant!and!beautiful,! as!Fritz!Schumacher!demanded! in!
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to,!as! I!am!doing! tonight,! raise! the!question!of!our!own!responsibility.!As!Heidegger!
questioned! technology! sixty! years! ago,! we! shall! continue! to! question! it! today! with!
renewed!urgency.!Our!task!is!made!harder!because!technology!advances!imperceptibly!
–!it!is!always!difficult!to!say!when!something!becomes!excessive!and!needs!restraining!
–! and! it! has! become! inextricably! woven! into! the! dominant! narrative! of! economic!
growth!and!free>market!capitalism.!
The! question! of! why! technology,! why! live! electronics,! reflects! the! broader,!
metaphysical! question! that! should! guide! our! actions! as! researchers,! educators! and!
citizens.! What! is! the! fundamental! purpose! of! a! given! technological! innovation,! in!
human! terms?!What! need,! what! problem! is! it! trying! to! solve?! Is! the! problem,! seen!
from!an!Aristotelian!perspective'of!frónesis!(the!practical!wisdom,!prudentia!in!Latin),!
a! meaningful! one! for! humankind?! A! moral! judgement! needs! to! replace! the!
instrumental!calculation!that!if!it!can!be!done,!it!must!be!done.!!
An! obvious! goal! of! music! technology,! parallel! to! the! goal! of! more! mainstream!
computer!technology,!is!to!become!transparent!to!the!user.!Think!for!example!of!the!
whole! area! of! ubiquitous! computing! and! Mark! Weiser’s! vision! of! the! disappearing!
computer:! “Machines! that! fit! the! human! environment! instead! of! forcing! humans! to!
enter!theirs!will!make!using!a!computer!as!refreshing!as!taking!a!walk!in!the!woods.”!







Our! responsibility! as! artists,! technologists! and! researchers! is! to! give!meaning! to!
the! use! of! technology! by! keeping! always! to! the! forefront! the! human! and! musical!
perspective.!In!1976,!in!a!book!on!electronic!music!edited!by!Henri!Pousseur,!Luciano!
Berio! said! prophetically! that! the! search! for! a! deep! and!meaningful! balance! between!
new!technologies!and!music!through!real>time!live!electronics!was!the!only!historical!
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